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11 Introduction 

WorkWork is life,jou know, and without it there is nothing but fear and insecurity. 
Johnn Lennon 

(Twenty-Fourr Hours', BBC Television, December 15,1969,) 

JobJob security no longer lies within the corporate structure; it now lies within the individual. 
SmartSmart people will  base their employment decisions on their opportunities to learn new skills. 

Brucee Steinberg, 
Americann Staffing Association (Computerworld, May 15, 1995) 

TheThe temporary staffing sector has been referred to previously 
—— and in my opinion rightly so — as the 'poor man's university" 

Fritss Goldschmeding, 
Founderr of Randstad (Hugo Sinzheimer lecture, November 20, 1997) 

Inn today's "learning society" (Crouch, Finegold, and Sako 1999,1), the need for 
continuouss worker training is widely acknowledged, as rapidly changing 
technologiess reduce the shelf lif e of a worker's skills. Throughout the 1980s 
andd 1990s firms in many developed countries increasingly relied on flexible 
staffingg arrangements (temporary agency workers, short-term hires, on-call 
workerss and other types of external numerical flexibilit y as distinguished by 
Atkinsonn [1985]), in order to quickly adjust to changing market conditions. 
Thesee firms are unlikely to invest in the skills of workers who wil l be with a 
firmfirm temporarily. The use of flexible, temporary employees is arguably at odds 
withh employer-provided training targeted at enhancing worker employability. 
Thee simultaneous desire for employment flexibility  of firms and the workers' 
needd for ongoing skill acquisition presents us with an interesting dilemma. This 
'training-flexibilityy paradox'1 is the focal point of this study, and is reflected in 
thee following question: How do workers in flexible employment arrangements 
receivee training if employers are reluctant to invest in these workers' skills? In 
thiss study I address this paradox for two industries in two countries. The 
study'ss central empirical question is therefore: Which training arrangements have 
evolvedevolved for flexible workers in the Dutch and U.S. construction and information technology 
industries?industries? In order to answer this question I begin by identifying a series of 
variables:: the actor or actor network involved in the training provision, the 
trainingg delivery design, the training content, and the entidements and 
obligationss of actors involved in the training arrangement. This wil l also enable 

11 This 'paradox' bears similarities with Crouch's 'dilemma' (1997): the pursuit of a high level of 
vocationall  skills for a society increasingly depends on firms that do not necessarily have an 
incentivee to achieve that goal. In a commentary to Crouch, Green (1997) suggests that 
"contradictoryy tendency" might be more appropriate instead of "dilemma" (or "paradox", for 
thatt matter). Although Green's suggestion definitely makes sense, I use "paradox" to label the 
improbabilityy of simultaneously realizing numerical and functional flexibility by a single firm 
withinn a single worker. 
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mee to address the following questions that evolve from the central question, 
namely:: which actors are involved in the training arrangements and what is 
theirr motive? And: which factors account for differences in the training 
arrangementss between countries and industries? 

I nn the remainder of this chapter I introduce the theoretical and methodological 
toolss necessary to answer the questions above. In section 1.1, I set out the 
study'ss theoretical framework, which includes a definition of the principal 
conceptss of this study: flexible employment and training. Here, I also discuss 
thee types of possible actors involved in the provision of worker training. This is 
followedd by a closer look at the human capital model for employer-provided 
trainingg as developed by Becker (1962; 1964). I conclude Section 1.1 with a 
discussionn of the implications for flexible workers, derived from Becker's 
theoryy and supported by empirical evidence from previous research. In Section 
1.2,, I justify the selection of countries and industries in this study. This section 
alsoo includes the research methodology needed to answer the study's central 
question.. I discuss a model for the governance of economic actions, such as 
workerr training, in Section 1.3 that I use to interpret the findings throughout 
thiss study. The outline of this book can be found in section 1.4. 

1.11 Theoretical Framework 

1.1.11 Flexible Employment Defined 

Inn the view of dual labor market theorists, the labor market is composed out of 
aa primary market and a secondary market. High wages, good working 
conditions,, employment stability, and chances of advancement characterize the 
primaryy labor market. By contrast, the secondary market tends to have low 
wages,, few if any fringe benefits, poor working conditions, high labor turnover, 
andd litde chance of advancement (Piore 1968). 

Thiss two-tier division bears similarities with the common distinction 
betweenn core workers and peripheral employees. Typically, core workers are 
stronglyy attached to a firm and can be found in stable, full-time, long-term 
employmentt relations. Peripheral or flexible workers on the other hand have 
unstablee careers characterized by employment intermittence and, due to lacking 
commitmentt to an employer, do not qualify for (some) company benefits 
(Doeringerr and Piore 1971). Atkinson (1985) distinguishes two peripheral 
groupss of workers and one external group. The first peripheral group consists 
off  full-time employees with less job security than the group of core workers. 
Theirr jobs are unlikely to require high skills or skills which are specific to the 
firm.firm. The second peripheral group comprises workers on short-term contracts. 
Thee external group involves jobs that are not at all firm specific and are likely 
too be contracted out to subcontractors and temporary agency workers. 

Althoughh peripheral workers have been considered as 'secondary' workers 
(Doeringerr 1991), or even as 'marginal' and 'disposable' workers, I distinguish 
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themm from workers employed in the secondary labor market.2 Although many 
flexibleflexible jobs are indeed precarious, a substantial amount of temporary and 
otherwisee flexible work is carried out in high-pay, high-skill jobs. In addition, 
duall  labor market theorists assume that people are more or less involuntarily 
employedd in the secondary market, whereas workers in flexible staffing 
arrangementss may choose to be employed in a flexible job. 

Inn this study I define 'flexible employment' as all employment of which the 
short-term,short-term, temporary nature is explicitly laid down in the employment contract. This 
correspondss with Atkinson's definition (1985) of flexible external numerical 
employment.. In the literature 'flexible employment' is sometimes defined 
differently.. Occasionally, different names are used to label flexible employment. 
Forr instance, Audrey Freedman introduced the term 'contingent work' to 
describee conditional and transitory employment relationships, principally 
characteri2edd by a lack of attachment between the employee and the firm.3 

Sincee its introduction, 'contingent work' has been used to label all kinds of 
workk arrangements that deviate from regular full-time, permanent jobs. Those 
non-standardd work arrangements, or a-typical jobs, include employees working 
inn part-time jobs, home-based workers, independent contractors, self-
employed,, and temporary workers either employed by a staffing agency or as 
partt of a firm specific pool of on-call workers. Belous (1989), for example, 
includess part-time workers under the definition of contingent workers. Polivka 
andd Nardone (1989) note that part-time workers may be perfecdy committed 
too their employer in terms of tenure and do not necessarily experience job 
insecurity.44 They emphasize the low degree of job security as a feature of 
contingentt work. Their definition of contingent work includes "any job in 
whichh an individual does not have an explicit or implicit contract for long-term 
employmentt or one in which the minimum hours worked can vary in a 

22 Cf. Polivka and Nardone (1989). 
33 Cited in Polivka and Nardone (1989). 
44 An example of international variation of what is considered contingent or non-standard work 
cann be found in the Netherlands. Because of its sheer size, part-time employment - defined as 
alll  jobs involving fewer than 35 hours a week - in the Netherlands (nearly 2.5 million people or 
355 percent of total employment in 2002) can hardly be considered 'non standard'. Any job of 35 
hourss a week or more is considered full-time. The substantial role part-time work plays in the 
Dutchh economy has been underscored by the government's 1998 decision to introduce a legal 
rightt for workers to demand a part-time job with their current employer. A firm can only reject 
suchh a demand when reducing an employee's full-time position to a part-time job would 
significantlyy harm the firm's interest. According to Statistics Netherlands, 28 percent of all jobs 
inn 2002 were part-time. Two out of every three part-time jobs were held by women. Total 
femalee employment consisted for more than half of part-time jobs. Of all Dutch male full-time 
workers,, 18 to 35 percent prefer to work fewer hours than they currently do (Ministry of Social 
Affairss and Employment 1998). Furthermore, a 1996 act prohibits discrimination of part-time 
workers,, providing them with the same rights and obligations as full-time workers CWet verbod 
vann onderscheid op grond van arbeidsduur', WOA, Stb. 1996, 391). Part-time workers are paid a 
proratedd gross income of full-time workers who carry out the same tasks. In the hilarious 
introductionn of his Adam Smith Lecture, Freeman (1998, 2) calls the Netherlands the "only 
part-timee economy in the world". 
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nonsystematicc manner" (Polivka and Nardone 1989, 11). This definition has 
beenn used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in measuring the size of 
non-standardd work arrangements in the United States.5 

I nn order to deal with the various definitions of 'contingent work' that arose 
inn the past years, Houseman (1999) introduces 'flexible staffing arrangements' 
whenn studying jobs with low job security and/or varying working hours. This 
termm appeared earlier in Houseman and Polivka (1999), but was less well 
definedd there. 'Flexible staffing arrangements' corresponds to what the national 
Dutchh statistics agency describes as 'flexible employment': those workers 
involvedd in employment relationships of temporary, short-term nature, either 
directlyy hired or employed through temporary work agencies, on-call workers, 
andd substitute employees.6 Here, the duration of employment contracts does 
nott exceed one year and there is no explicit intention to continue the 
employmentt relationship. 

Comparingg multi-country labor market statistics is often arduous due to 
differencess in definition and research methodology. Flexible employment 
statisticss are not an exception to this. The reader wil l notice that the data on 
flexibleflexible employment are very diverse. Different studies have been carried out 
byy different bodies, using different techniques and, worst of all, different 
definitionss of flexible employment. OECD (2001) offers an insight into this 
problem.. In this study I interchangeably use 'flexible staffing arrangements' and 
'flexiblee employment'. Furthermore, in this study the term 'flexible workers' is 
usedd to label those workers in flexible employment. 

1.1.22 Worker Training Defined 

Workerr training' is defined as those activities aimed at the enhancement of worker 
productivity,productivity, and a worker's current or future employ ability. Training covers a 
broadd gamut of programs, varying in nature, content, and the way in which 
programss are financed and provided.7 Vocational education or training of 
employeess may be aimed at acquiring basic skills (from reading, writing and 
arithmetic)) or produce very specific job skills. Acquisition can involve either 
'softt skills' (concerning an employee's work attitude) or 'hard skills' (mastering 
skillss that are more related to the work content). Training may be formal with 
clearlyy defined curricula and goals, and organized in classroom situations. On 
thee other hand, training can be highly informal, provided on the job in the 
processs of production, and is often described as 'learning by doing'. It is this 
latterr type of training that constitutes the largest share of total training provided 
too workers (Bishop 1996). On-the-job training is thought to be more important 

55 Others, like Rosenberg and Lapidus (1999), have extended the BLS definition and include 
moree worker categories. 
66 Statistics Netherlands (1993). 
77 See Barron, Berger, and Black (1997) on the difficulties of measuring training. Mincer (1962) 
concludess that attempts to assess the costs of on-the-job training are likely to underestimate the 
actuall  expenditures. 
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forr blue-collar workers, whereas white-collar workers typically would receive 
formall  training (Piore 1968). 

Thee very fact that skills may be acquired through work experience suggests 
thatt (frequent) job changes may enhance a worker's productivity. Job rotation 
strategiess in large Japanese firms are a well-known example of this.8 

Interestingly,, job changes between firms and between industries would thus 
implyy that the transitory character of a flexible worker's employment and the 
variationn in workplaces provide a means for this worker to develop skills. 

Trainingg can be seen as a form of economic action that requires coordination.9 

Withinn an economic system the totality of institutional arrangements that 
coordinatee transactions can be called a governance system, socio-economic 
regimee or economic order. The composition of a governance regime depends 
onn the mix of five governance mechanisms (Hollingsworth, Schmitter, and 
Streeckk 1994). Building on Williamson's transaction cost theory (1975), which 
introducedd markets and corporate hierarchies (or 'firms') as mechanisms for the 
governancee — or coordination — of economic transactions, Hollingsworth, 
Schmitter,, and Streeck (1994) see the state, the association and the informal network 
(alsoo referred to as 'community' or 'clan5) as additional mechanisms for the 
governancee of economic action.10 

MarketsMarkets are arenas in which individuals or corporate actors holding separate 
propertyy rights in different resources voluntarily engage in free, legally 
enforceablee contractual exchanges (Hollingsworth, Schmitter, and Streeck 
1994,, 5). A worker may decide to acquire skills through the market by 
purchasingg training from a vendor. Corporate hierarchies are institutions that 
permitt some actors to wield power over others on the basis of property rights 
vestedd in a formal organization. The more firms establish stable employment 
relationss with their personnel, and create internal labor markets offering 
employeess opportunities for career development, the more they promote the 
willingnesss of employees to acquire the necessary skills, and increase the 
chancess of their continued stay with the firm (ibid, 5). The state performs a 
legitimatee function in defining property rights, enforcing contracts, and setting 
generall  rules of competition, thereby maintaining the minimal conditions 
withoutt which markets and hierarchies would not be possible (ibid, 5). 
Moreover,, it considers the organization and funding of initial education one of 
itss core tasks. Informal networks are loosely joined sets of individuals or 
organizations,, in which transactions are conducted on the basis of mutual trust 
andd confidence sustained by stable, preferential, particularistic, mutually 
obliged,, and legally non-enforceable relationships (ibid, 6). Informal networks 
involvingg different actors, such as firms, workers, government agencies or 
trainingg institutions, may organize training within a community, region or (part 

88 They also illustrate the flexibility of large Japanese corporations within the rigidity of lifetime 
employmentt (Dore 1986). 
99 The following paragraphs draw partly on Van Lieshout (1999). 
100 Ouchi (1979, 835) and Streeck and Schmitter (1985,119) use the term 'bureaucracy' as a 
substitutee for different coordination mechanisms: for 'hierarchies' and for 'state' respectively. 
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of)) an industry. Associations are collective organizations formed among specific 
categoriess of actors in identical, similar, or adjacent market positions that 
definee and promote public goods, by organizing and enforcing cooperative 
behaviorr among their members, by engaging in collective contracts with other 
associations,, and by mobilizing and/or influencing public policy to their own 
andd their members' advantage (ibid, 7). Associations of employers and workers 
aree traditionally involved in regulating (vocational) education and training: 
collectivee agreements often contain essential stipulations regarding training and 
education,, and conditions and implications. 

Whenn identifying training arrangements for flexible workers, I look at 
provisionss that are offered by an employer as part of an employment 
relationship.. I also include training arrangements that are available through 
tradee unions or via joint efforts of management and labor, either at the industry 
levell  or initiated within a single firm. In addition, training provision by 
temporaryy work agencies, government-sponsored programs, and community-
basedd initiatives fall within the scope of this study. The principal criterion in 
thee assessment of training provisions is the fact that training should (also) 
targett those workers that are involved in a flexible employment relationship. I 
thuss exclude from this study initial vocational education, training for 
unemployedd job seekers and retraining for dislocated workers. 

1.1.33 Employment Regimes, Training Systems and Industrial Relations 

Forr a large part the differences between the employment regimes in the 
Netherlandss and the United States and between the respective national training 
systemss may be attributed to the different roles in both countries of three labor 
markett actors: government, (associations of) firms and (organized) workers. In 
thee following sections, I briefly characterize each actor's role by discussing the 
Dutchh and the U.S. industrial relations system. 

Dutchh industrial relations, and particularly collective bargaining procedures, 
aree characterized by a heavy reliance on consultation between employers' 
associationss and unions. Representation and consultation are highly 
institutionalizedd in a system of rules and bodies such as the Labor Foundation 
(STAR),, which centrally unites union federations and employers' associations, 
andd the tripartite Social and Economic Council (SER). The Labor Foundation 
andd the SER are among the most important advisory bodies on social and 
economicc issues to the central government. Representatives of unions, 
employerss and government agencies are constandy involved in consensus 
buildingg by formally and informally meeting within this network. In addition to 
itss role as an advisory body, the Labor Foundation is also a crucial player in 
drawingg the Dutch social and economic agenda. The centrally reached 
consensuss between social partners in the Foundation of issues such as wage 
moderationn has been widely seen as the driving force behind the effectiveness 
inn the past decade of Dutch corporatism, popularly called the 'polder model', 
whichh transformed "the most spectacular employment failure in the advanced 
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capitalistt world" into a "miracle" of employment growth (Visser and Hemerijck 
1997,, 9-10).n The model roughly has its origins in the 1920s and 1930s, a 
periodd during which union density was on the rise and organizational ties 
betweenn employers and employees expanded. Besides the already existing 
employers'' confederations, trade union confederations for employees were 
establishedd and gradually employers' organizations accepted the presence of 
unionss at national and industry levels, but not at the company level where 
employerss like to make their own decisions. Though the unions eventually were 
ablee to reach to the company level, the presence of both employers' and 
employees'' organizations at national and sector levels remains the most 
prominentt characteristic of the Dutch model of consultation. 

Thee first law to institutionalize the relations between employers and 
employeess is the 1927 Collective Agreements Act (*Wet op de collectieve 
arbeidsovereenkomst',, or CAO Act). The Act pertains only to those employers 
andd employees represented in the bargaining process. Signatory employers of 
thee agreement have to apply its terms and conditions to all their employees, 
whetherr or not these employees are represented in the bargaining process. The 
introductionn of the 1937 A W Act (*Wet op het algemeen verbindend en 
onverbindendd verklaren van bepalingen van collectieve 
arbeidsovereenkomsten')) allows both extension and nullification of collective 
agreementt stipulations. The Act enables the Minister of Social Affairs and 
Employmentt to extend collective agreements to employers not represented in 
thee bargaining process and their employees. The A W Act was accepted on 
groundss that the factual implementation of an extension should be restricted to 
thosee situations where a collective agreement's conditions applied to a majority 
off  those who are working in a certain industry. The A W Act guarantees a 
minimumm of working conditions and terms of employment, which prevents 
sociall  unrest. Clearly this is beneficiary for employees but employers benefit as 
well:: newcomers to the market are not able to enter the market by 
underbiddingg their competitors in terms of wages and other employment 
conditions. . 

Withh the introduction of the 1950 Works Councils Act (or 'WOR', amended 
severall  times since its introduction), employees enjoy an additional body which 
too voice their interests besides through union representation. The works 
councill  is composed of employees within a firm, whose task is to promote the 
interestss of both the firm and its employees. The Act makes it compulsory for 
aa firm to set up a works council if the firm employs either 50 or more 
employees.. Works councils are equipped with a range of tools to, to some 
extent,, balance management's power. For example, a firm's management is 
obligedd to consult a works council on economic and organizational matters, 
mentionedd in Section 25-1 of the Act. On a number of other issues, mentioned 
inn Section 27-1, the works council has to approve certain management decisions 
priorr to their execution. In firms with fewer than 50 employees, a 'personnel 

111 The practice to jointly label employers' associations and trade unions as 'social partners' 
probablyy illustrates best the close ties between management and labor representatives in the 
Netherlands. . 
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delegation'' must be established if a majority of the workers demands this. 
Comparedd to the works council, this 'mini works-council' (Van het Kaar 2003) 
hass limited power, but still has to approve company decisions (mentioned in 
Sectionn 35c-3 of the Act) before they can be realized. The Act applies both to 
thee private and public sector. Over the past few decades the works council has 
increasinglyy evolved from being a channel for cooperation between employer 
andd employees into a body that represents worker interests. Roughly 60 percent 
off  works council members are a union member, compared to 28 percent 
overalll  union density among Dutch employees (De Vries and Schins-Derksen 
2000). . 

Duringg the post-war period, Dutch industrial relations were marked by a 
strongg dominance of the central level, most notably in the annual wage 
guideliness set by the government and the Labor Foundation meant to restrain 
wages.. With labor supply getting scarcer, wages exploded in the mid-1960s 
leadingg the Netherlands to become a high wage economy in the early 1970s. 
Althoughh the need to work on a new wage policy was agreed upon by the social 
partnerss and the government, a central agreement between these parties was 
nott reached. The introduction of a new wage act in 1970 was reason for union 
federationss to temporarily postpone their membership of the Labor 
Foundationn and the SER. The climate for social dialogue worsens under these 
conditions,, being further exacerbated as a result of the two oil crises in the 
1970s.. Unemployment was rising and was particularly felt among youth. Labor 
unrest,, though still relatively modest, became manifest in strikes. The 
governmentt resorted to wage moderation measures in the public and 
subsidizedd sectors. A newly elected government decided to break away from 
thee corporatist model in 1982 and proposed dramatic policy measures to 
remedyy the country's dire financial situation. Fearing further government 
interventionn through wage measures, national social partners responded by 
agreeingg to trade wage moderation (the employers' claim) in exchange for a 
reductionn in working hours, which unions demanded. This 1982 agreement is 
commonlyy referred to as the Wassenaar Agreement. 

Inn two ways 'Wassenaar' was a milestone. First, it ended a period of 
governmentall  control through wage measures. Second, it marked the beginning 
off  decentralization of collective bargaining. A continuing process of 
decentralizationn characterizes the 1990s, best exemplified by the 1993 Labor 
Foundationn agreement A New Course fEen nieuwe koers'). The agreement 
encouragedd the government, the employers and the trade unions to promote 
diversityy and tailor-made terms and conditions of employment. The agreement 
alsoo enhanced the possibility of part-time work and the reduction of working 
hours,, because the unions gave up their veto against the flexible deployment of 
labor.. Finally, it also encouraged union leaders to enhance consultation and 
democracyy within their organizations (OSA 1995). 

AA recent step to further decentralize industrial relations is the revision in 
19966 of the Works Council Act by introducing a new article that allowed for 
workss council agreements. A works council agreement can be defined as an 
agreementt between an entrepreneur and a works council, providing individual 
formss with a tool for tailor-made agreements. Works council agreements 
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usuallyy contain procedural agreements regarding facilities and work; they may 
containn agreements regarding terms and conditions of employment. 

Mostt features of today's U.S. industrial relations system originated in the 1930s, 
whenn the Roosevelt Administration introduced legislation that favored worker 
andd union rights to bargain. This "New Deal industrial relations system" 
(Kochann 1984, 35) had its legislative roots in the 1935 National Labor 
Relationss Act (Wagner Act for short). The Act provided unions with the right 
too organize. In order to unionize workplaces so-called representation elections 
weree to be held. With the majority of the votes ruling in favor of union 
presencee at a firm, a union would gain exclusive representation rights of the 
workerss at that firm. The Wagner Act required employers to bargain in good 
faithh and provided rules for the collective bargaining process. Compliance with 
thee Act is enforced by the National Labor Relations Board. The Act covers 
mostt employees in the private sector who are included under a collective 
agreement.. Negotiations typically take place at the company or plant level, so-
calledd single tier bargaining. In those days the American Federation of Labor 
(AFL),, the national workers organization, advocated organizing workers into 
so-calledd craft unions, thus separately representing workers in different trades, 
alsoo known as the trade jurisdiction. Within the AFL opposition arose against 
thee 'horizontal' organization of workers. In 1935 the Congress of Industrial 
Organizationss (CIO) was founded in order to organize all workers in a given 
industry,, creating industrial unions.12 The central unions had, and still have, 
relativelyy littl e authority over local unions. A similar situation can be found 
amongg employers, where individual firms tend to control their own labor and 
personnell  policy. Agreements concluded between employers and unions at the 
nationall  level and at the industry level are therefore not a feature of the U.S. 
industriall  relations system. 

A tt the time of the introduction of the Wagner Act public opinion was 
favorablee to increased union power. Twelve years later this view had shifted 
andd a Republican-controlled Congress passed the 1947 Labor Management 
Relationss Act (also known as the Taft-Hartley Act). The Act strengthened the 
positionn of employers by enabling the government to intervene in strikes. Taft-
Hartleyy also abolished the so-called closed-shop system, under which 
employerss were forced to hire only union members. Although unions 
consideredd Taft-Hartley as eroding union rights, the Act did not fundamentally 
changee collective bargaining practices. Particularly at large unionized companies 
industriall  relations were institutionalized and professionalized. Gross (1994), 
however,, claims that Taft-Hartley has encouraged employers to resist worker 
unionizationn and collective bargaining. 

Inn the late 1950s management opposition against unions grew, eventually 
leadingg to deep hostility vis-a-vis the labor movement in the 1960s. At the same 
timetime union density rates were in decline, from about 35 percent in the 1950s to 
200 percent in 1983. The economic recession of the early 1980s paved the way 
forr firms to sidestep collective bargaining and union involvement. Mass layoffs 

'22 The AFL and CIO eventually merged in 1955. 
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inn union industries (such as manufacturing) and the shift to white-collar work 
furtherr reduced union power, enabling firms to unilaterally break away from 
thee traditional industrial relations system. Where collective bargaining did take 
placee it was conducted at a decentralized level, sometimes without the 
involvementt of union leaders but instead with rank-and-file workers (Kochan 
1984).. Negotiations were typically aimed at reducing labor costs in order to 
competee with domestic and foreign cheap labor. Small-scale experiments in 
firmsfirms holding on to the New Deal industrial relations system required union or 
employeee involvement in workplace-related issues (for instance quality of work 
programs)) or at a more strategic level. For some scholars these developments 
andd a growing interest in alternative forms of worker representation may signal 
aa (possible) transformation of the U.S. industrial relations system (Kochan, 
Katz,, and McKersie 1986; McKersie et al. 1985). Dunlop (1993), on the other 
hand,, does not see a radical change of that system, since many features - such 
ass trade jurisdiction and decentralized bargaining - are still in place. The 
Dunlopp Commission, appointed by the Clinton Administration to examine the 
lawss that govern and shape U.S. labor relations, reported a decline of collective 
bargaining133 in the private sector and an increased reliance on government 
regulationn and court rulings in order to protect workers. In order for workers 
too freely choose independent representation, the Commission recommended to 
speedd up union elections by shortening the election process (Commission on 
thee Future of Worker-Management Relations 1995). Possibly in the wake of the 
Commission'ss findings, the AFL-CIO has been searching for ways to revitalize 
thee US labor movement. New leadership in the AFL-CIO and in some unions 
offerr support for local efforts to organize as part of the 'Union Cities program'. 
Withh union density in the private sector at 8.5 percent (2002) there are reports 
off  renewed interest in rank-and-file activism and participation (Hurd, Milkman, 
andd Turner 2003). Some of these developments take place in the IT industry, 
whichh I discuss in Chapter 5. 

1.1.44 Investing in Human Capital 

Inn his pioneering work on human capital investment, Becker (1964) 
distinguishess two types of on-the-job training: general training, providing an 
employeee with skills that are transferable and can be applied in many firms, and 
specificspecific training, which a worker can only use in a single firm. This distinction is 
cruciall  when dealing with training investments, since the nature of the training 
largelyy determines to what extent a firm and a worker are willin g to pay for the 
training. . 

Firmss may be reluctant to invest in general training, because a worker may 
applyy those skills outside the firm providing this training. Training is general if 
aa worker's training raises his or her productivity with exactly the same amount 
onn the external labor market (Becker 1964). As a consequence, the incurred 

133 In the late 1990s, over 100,000 collective agreements covered 9 million employees in the 
privatee sector, according to BLS data cited in Cutcher-Gerschenfeld, Kochan, and Calhoun 
Wellss (1998). 
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trainingg costs may not be fully captured by the firm. Of course, other firms will 
bee happy to hire workers who have already undergone training for which these 
firmsfirms did not have to pay. Not only do general skills contribute to an increased 
productivity,, these skills are also an essential precondition for a worker to be 
furtherr trained, since generall  skills both promote a worker's ability to be trained 
andd reduce training costs (Kalaitzidakis 1997). 

Sincee generic skills improve workers' opportunities on the external labor 
market,, employees would be willing to pay for general training. Employees 
wouldd make these payments — while in training — by receiving wages lower than 
theyy could receive with other firms (Becker 1964). Typically, this approach 
distinguishess two stages: a training period in which the worker is less 
productive,, followed by a phase in which the benefits of training can be reaped, 
thee worker can be entirely deployed, and productivity thus increases. In this 
model,, workers in the 'low productivity stage' will receive lower wages, whereas 
thee 'high productivity stage' will yield higher wages. By paying lower wages 
duringg the training period, and thus saving on costs of labor, a firm will be able 
too capture part of the training costs. 

Inn Becker's model, the monetary burden of general training will be entirely 
bornee by the individual employee. Workers should therefore have sufficient 
accesss to financial resources in order to receive training. However, workers in 
low-paidd jobs, for instance, will not be likely to find a means to finance 
requiredd or desired training (Ritzen 1989). It is also argued that, aside from the 
financiall  constraint, a worker will be limited in his or her ability 1) to specify 
thee contents of a training program and 2) to monitor a firm's compliance with 
it.. This further restricts his or her ability to buy training in the workplace. 

Completelyy specific training, as opposed to general training, exclusively affects 
workers'' productivity within the firm that provides the training. According to 
Beckerr (1964), a firm would be willing to pay for specific training, since the 
returnss from training can be collected through larger profits resulting from 
increasedd productivity. An employer will not provide training to a worker if the 
latterr is likely to leave the firm before training investments could eventually be 
recouped.. On the other hand, an employee may not be willing to pay for 
trainingg that is of no use to him when he quits his job with this firm. The 
willingnesss of a firm or a worker to pay for firm-specific training will decrease 
withh the likelihood of the worker leaving the job. Hence, the incidence of labor 
turnoverr affects the degree to which specific training is provided. 

Bothh worker and firm may find that specific training can serve as a tool to 
overcomee the risk of turnover. Specific training provides an employee with 
skillss that will increase his productivity within the firm, which subsequently will 
yieldd higher wages. After having received training, a worker will thus have an 
obviouss stake in remaining with the firm since this will enable him to capitalize 
onn his skills. A firm's concern with labor turnover is typically valid for specific 
training;training; firms will be less concerned with the turnover of generally skilled 
workers.. Or as Becker puts it: specific training produces certain 'external' 
effects,, preventing specifically trained workers from quitting and employers 
fromm laying off these workers. Becker considers these effects to be 
'diseconomies'' imposed on the employee and the employer involved with the 
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training,, providing further incentives to continue the employment relationship 
whenn specific training is involved. 

Sincee its publication, Becker's model has been widely discussed, commented 
on,, refined, and brought more in line with empirical findings. The fact, for 
instance,, that most training is neither purely specific nor entirely general has 
beenn widely acknowledged and is considered one of the drawbacks of Becker's 
model.. An important contribution to the debate has been the introduction by 
Stevenss (1994), who sees most training as useful to some firms, of the notion of 
'transferablee training'. 

Becker'ss model also implies a competitive market, in which there is no 
informationn asymmetry: employers do not have more information about the 
abilityy of incumbent workers than firms in the outside labor market. Here, no 
employerr is able to retain its trained workers unless it pays its full marginal 
productivity.. Several scholars have used a non-competitive model (with 
informationn asymmetry) in order to advance empirical evidence for the fact 
thatt employers nearly always pay some or all of the cost of general on-the-job 
training,, notably apprenticeship programs (e.g. Acemoglu and Pischke 1996, 
1998;; Barron, Berger, and Black 1999; Katz and Ziderman 1990; Loewenstein 
andd Spletzer 1998). Loewenstein and Spletzer (1999) have added that training 
cann only be general if outside firms acknowledge that a worker's training at the 
currentt employer raises his or her productivity elsewhere. 

Givenn the limitations of his model, Becker's theoretical assumptions lead to 
twoo empirical predictions that are relevant for this study: 1) the training 
decisionn of firms and employees requires knowledge on both sides about 
whetherr the investment can be recouped, and 2) the longer an employment 
relationshipp continues the more likely it is that training wil l compose a 
substantiall  part of the relationship. 

Muchh empirical evidence is available that supports the second prediction. 
Usingg data from the 1995 Survey of Employer-Provided Training (SEPT95), 
Frazis,, Gittleman, and Joyce (1998) find that job tenure has evident effects on 
informall  training but no apparent effects on formal training. They also find that 
employerss who show signs of promoting a long-term employment relationship 
tendd to train more intensively. Training can be considered an employee benefit 
andd a key incentive to keep workers with the firm. It appears then that training 
andd tenure seem to be mutually reinforcing. Abraham and Houseman (1993), 
forr example, provide evidence on the enhancing effect of training on the 
durationn of the employment relationship. Parent (1999) suggests that formal 
on-the-jobb training in the current job contains at once a general component that 
thee employer rewards up to its market value and a specific component that 
reducess job mobility. It is then plausible to assume that firms tend to keep their 
trainedd workers longer compared with other workers because they are more 
productive.14 4 

144 Interestingly, in a U.S.-Japan comparison, Levine (1993) finds no evidence for earlier findings 
byy Mincer and Higuchi (1988) that firms with high levels of training have low turnover rates. 
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Off  course, the relationship between tenure and training is not something new. 
Amongg dual labor market theorists (see also above), training is considered a key 
featuree of a firm's labor market. Such internal labor markets can best be 
describedd as a firm's strategy to mute forces from the 'external' labor market by 
applyingg autonomous wage and labor allocation structures, in order to limi t 
workerr mobility between firms. Internal labor markets produce clear incentives 
forr workers to stay with the firm: employment security, seniority-based pay, 
training,, and upward mobility (Doeringer and Piore 1971). Employment 
securityy originates from an employer's desire to reduce turnover. Internal labor 
marketss are typically 'constructed' through firm-specific skills. Because both 
thee demand for and supply of these skills are relatively low in the labor market, 
economiess of scale cannot be realized in the provision of specific skills. Vice 
versa,, turnover can be reduced by making upward mobility through training a 
functionn of seniority. Workers value such features of internal labor markets, 
furtherr producing long-term employment relationships. Thus the various 
elementss of internal labor markets mutually reinforce each other. 

1.1.55 Implications for Flexible Workers 

Ass stated above, firms wil l primarily decide to provide general or specific 
trainingg if they are able to reap the benefits from the training investment. Even 
if,, as Acemoglu and Pischke (1996) contend, employers are considering general 
trainingg provision, it is unlikely that they wil l invest in uncertain, flexible 
employmentt relationships. With respect to specific training, Morse (1969) has 
beenn one of the firsts to shed a light on the implications for temporary and 
otherr flexible workers of Becker's training model. On the basis of the human 
capitall  theory, Morse suggests that temporary work — or 'employment 
experiencee intermittence' as he labels it - is principally characterized by a 
relativee decrease in the amount of investment in specific on-the-job training. 
Duee to the short-term and unpredictable nature of flexible employment 
relationships,, workers in such relationships wil l be denied access to employer-
providedd training, since firms are only willin g to sponsor specific training if 
theyy are able to recoup the training investments. As a consequence, flexible 
workerss wil l not be able to develop their skills. Furthermore, due to lacking 
investmentss employers wil l be hardly tied to temporary or flexible workers. 
Typically,, this may result in a situation where workers wil l find themselves 
temporarilyy employed on a permanent basis. 

Basedd on the assumptions above, implying that temporary agency workers 
representt an uncertain factor in a firm's training decisions, flexibilization of the 
laborr market — in terms of the use of flexible workers - may lead to a shortage 
off  investments in training, both general and firm specific. The dynamics of 
trainingg thus cause a bifurcated labor force: a high skilled tier of workers in 
permanent,, high wage jobs versus workers with general skills, considered to be 
off  less added value and therefore involved in low paid jobs with litde security. 
Orr as Atkinson (1985, 18) concludes: "The firm's main training interest is 
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unlikelyy to extend much beyond the core group, and this can lead to training 
deficiencies,, particularly among the external groups." 

Inn addition to the assumptions I have derived from the human capital theory, 
ann overview of the recent literature on training provides us with evidence that 
flexibleflexible workers are indeed unlikely to receive firm-sponsored training. 
Suggestingg a dynamical approach of employer-provided training, Loewenstein 
andd Spletzer (1997) included the timing of training investments. Their 
theoreticall  claim is to abandon the traditional standpoint of a two-period 
trainingg model, where training typically occurs during the first period and 
productionn take place in the second stage (see above). Using data from the 
Currentt Population Survey (CPS) and the National Longitudinal Surveys of 
Youthh (NLSY), Loewenstein and Spletzer conclude that a substantial amount 
off  training takes place after the start of the employment relationship. In fact, 
theyy find that the positive cross-sectional relationship between tenure and the 
probabilityy of ever having received training is nearly entirely due to true delayed 
training.155 Furthermore, in Loewenstein and Spletzer (1996) there is evidence 
thatt a large number of training spells occur after the first year of employment.16 

Accordingg to them, training might be delayed because employers and workers 
wantt to scan the employment relationship, in terms of the quality of the match. 
Afterr this initial 'scanning' period both actors may decide to incur training 
costs.. However, temporary employment relationships are typically short term 
andd generally wil l expire within the first twelve months mentioned by 
Loewensteinn and Spletzer, thus disabling training investments for flexible 
workers.. Parent (1999) uses a different sample, but finds a similar belated 
trainingg phenomenon. Trained workers seem to have longer employment 
relationshipss with their respective employers compared with those that have 
neverr been trained. Workers who had received on-the-job training stayed with 
theirr employers a full year and a half longer on average. Since flexible workers 
aree typically engaged in employment relationships that do not exceed one year, 
thiss means that they would have no access to training. 

Otherr studies point even more strongly in the direction of potential under-
investmentt in the human capital of flexible workers. Research outcomes for a 
numberr of European countries indicate that temporary agency workers are not 
ass likely as regular workers to receive job-related training (Arulampalam and 
Boothh 1998; Goudswaard and De Nanteuil 2000; Goudswaard, Kraan, and 
Dhondtt 2000; Jonker and De Grip 1999; Paoli 1997). In an overview of the 
literaturee on U.S. employer-provided training, Bishop (1996) finds that the 
likelihoodd and amount of formal training is higher for workers in regular, non-
temporaryy jobs. Underinvestment in on-the-job training typically occurs with 
temporaryy and seasonal workers. Findings by Davis-Blake and Uzzi (1993) 
suggestt that jobs requiring firm-specific or complex technical skills are unlikely 
too be temporary. In the Netherlands as well, temporary hires (i.e. workers 

155 The observed delayed training appeared to be more often firm specific rather than general. 
166 Cited in Loewenstein and Spletzer (1997). 
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recruitedd for a limited, short-term period) are usually offered fewer 
opportunitiess for training than permanent employees (De Wolff 1999). 

Whilee there is evidence of training-provision through temporary work 
agencies,, this is reported to be generally aimed at high-skilled employees since 
theirr trainability is higher and training costs can thus be recouped (Autor 
2000b;; Krueger 1993). Autor (2000b) also evidences that temporary staffing 
agenciess are willing to provide general skills training. Here, managers of 
temporaryy work agencies reported that training was provided for three reasons: 
thee recruitment and screening of workers, the differentiation of quality, and the 
developmentt of skills. There is reason to think that temporary work agencies 
aree able to recoup the training costs, and that there is thus an obvious rational 
behindd training. Agencies can do so either directly by passing the training costs 
onn to the client firm through a higher mark-up, or indirectly via an increase of 
itss staffing service quality by deploying high-skilled workers, in the long-term 
resultingg in market-share expansion. In some cases, temporary work agencies 
mayy directly charge temp workers for the training facilities they provide. 

Thiss provides us with the basic logic of employer-provided, job-related 
training.. Combined with outcomes of previous studies of training provision, 
Becker'ss theory, with all its practical constraints, leads us to assume that flexible 
workerss compose a category that is likely to be excluded from employer-
providedd training. In the following section I build my research framework upon 
thiss assumption. 

1.22 About This Study: A Comparison of Two Industries in Two 
Countries s 

II  address this study's central question on the basis of an exploratory and 
comparativee case study of training arrangements in the construction industry 
andd information technology industries, in the Netherlands and the United 
States.. In the remainder of this chapter, I present the reasons for including 
thesee two countries in the study and I explain the grounds for selecting the two 
industries.. In addition, I set out the applied research method. 

1.2.11 Selection of Countries 

"Whatt is unique about cross country comparison?", George Strauss wonders in 
aa chapter on comparative international industrial relations (Strauss 1998). 
Traditionally,, the Dutch welfare state and labor market regime can be 
consideredd as strongly contrasting with that of the United States (Esping-
Andersenn 1990). Two reasons stand out that warrant a Dutch-U.S. comparison 
off  training arrangements for flexible workers. First, there are differences 
betweenn the two countries in the way job security and employment flexibility 
aree regulated. A comparison of the 27 OECD member states shows that in the 
latee 1990s the United States scored lowest on overall strictness of protection 
againstt dismissals, whereas the Netherlands had the strictest employment 
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protectionn after Portugal and Korea (OECD 1999). Some scholars have 
suggestedd a relationship between tight layoff constraints (e.g. because of 
dismissall  law, high costs of redundancy schemes) and the use of flexible 
staffingg arrangements such as temporary work, enabling employers to establish 
flexibilit yy in a rigid labor market regime (for instance Robinson 1999; Van der 
Heijdenn 1998). Others have presented evidence that rejects the existence of a 
relationshipp between labor market flexibility  and social protection (Blank and 
Freemann 1994). 

Thee national differences in the design of the training systems are the second 
reasonn to include these two countries in a comparative study on flexible-worker 
training.. The Dutch institutional framework for job-related training bears 
strongg similarities with the more well known German system, not only in the 
fieldfield of initial vocational education (Van Lieshout 1997), but also with respect 
too continuous worker training. The training landscape is characterized by heavy 
regulationn and a strong involvement of government agencies, employers' 
associationss and trade unions. In the United States, there is no national training 
system.. Vocational training is highly fragmented and patchy: national skill 
standardss and curricula are lacking, and training programs differ in their size, 
contentt and design from state to state and from county to county. Employer-
providedd training is uneven and workers are provided with skills that are 
generallyy lower than in Japan or Germany. Perhaps more striking than the 
differentt national training infrastructures is the fact that the Dutch system 
seemss to produce an intermediate/high-skill equilibrium and that a bipolar low-
skill/high-skilll  equilibrium characterizes the training of U.S. workers. Finegold 
andd Soskice (1988) define 'skill equilibrium' as a sustained situation in which 
(high/low)) incentives for firms and individuals to invest in training cause firms 
too accustom to occupying market niches where (many/few) skills are required 
forr workers. Consequendy, there wil l be (many/few) demands on the system 
forr improvement. Forces of both demand and supply wil l sustain the 
equilibrium.17 7 

Basedd on the varying degrees of labor market regulation, producing 
differentt employment relationships in the two countries, and the differences in 
thee vocational education and training cultures in the Netherlands and the 
Unitedd States, I expect to find different configurations for the training of 
flexiblee workers. 

1.2.22 Selection of Industries 

I nn this study I compare training arrangements in two industries in both 
countries:: the construction industry and the information technology industry. I 
distinguishh three main reasons to include the construction industry in this 
study.. First of all the industry has a solid tradition of training in general, often 

177 Acemoglu and Pischke (1996) offer a model in which multiple equilibria can be established in 
aa situation where the current employer has an information advantage about the skills of a 
workerr relative to other firms. In one equilibrium worker turnover is high and training low, 
whereass in another equilibrium turnover rate is low and training levels are high. 
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organizedd along the lines of apprenticeships and craft training programs. It is 
thereforee interesting to see to what extent initiatives are originating from within 
thee training traditions with respect to flexible workers. The roots of the training 
programss are strongly, though not exclusively, linked to the presence of unions, 
whichh brings me to the second reason to include the construction industry in 
thee study. 

Whilee union membership is on the decrease in many industrialized countries, 
unionss in the construction industry still represent a substantial share of the 
workforce.. Unions are a principal actor in the labor market for construction 
workers.. Unions may operate as labor market intermediaries and facilitate 
workerr transitions from one job to another. Furthermore, as representatives of 
workerss they may obstruct the introduction of temporary agency workers, 
viewingg their presence in the industry as a threat to 'real' construction workers, 
notablyy union members. As one of the principal labor market actors a union 
mayy influence public policymaking targeted at the labor market. In short: union 
presencee in a labor market wil l obviously affect the functioning of this labor 
market. . 

AA third reason to include the construction industry in this study stems from 
thee fact that employment in the building trades is often considered temporary by 
nature.nature. A worker is deployed on a construction site for the duration of the 
project.. Typically employment ends upon completion of the construction work. 
Thiss is not to say that the employment relationship is terminated. A 
constructionn firm may want to take skilled workers to the next assignment and, 
ass is the case in U.S. construction, unions offer employment stability through 
theirr hiring halls. Real temporary employment in the industry exists where 
temporaryy work agencies and other intermediaries for personnel supply are 
involved.. In the construction industry, work has increasingly been divided in 
smalll  tasks that can easily be contracted out to workers with narrow skills. This 
developmentt has facilitated the entry of different types of labor market 
intermediariess that specialize in construction personnel. In the Netherlands, 
temporaryy agency work in the construction industry was outlawed in the early 
1970s.. The government decision to bar temporary work agencies from the 
tradess had its roots in the widespread evasion by construction firms (also called 
'contractors')) and subcontractors of paying the mandatory social insurance 
contributions.. After the ban on agency work was revoked in 1998, temporary 
workk agencies slowly but steadily entered the market. Clearly, temporary agency 
workk is still marginal in the Dutch construction industry compared to other 
industries.. However, because temporary work agencies have started from 
squaree one in this market they may produce new, interesting examples of 
temporaryy worker training. 

Temporaryy agency work in the U.S. construction industry is primarily 
organizedd along the lines of the non-unionized, or open shop, segment of the 
industry.188 Open-shop construction involves approximately 80 percent of all 

188 Strictly speaking, an open shop jobsite can be a union workplace, as it leaves room for 
individuall  workers to decide whether or not they want to join a union. In practice however, this 
rarelyy is the case. I therefore use 'open shop' and 'non-unionized' jobsites intechangeably. 
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constructionn workers in the United States. Non-union construction firms have 
increasinglyy been using temporary work agencies as labor market intermediaries 
too deal with the fluctuation in the demand and supply of manpower in the 
trades,, boosting temporary work agency revenues in the construction industry 
fromm $4 billion (1991) to $15 billion in 1998 (ASA 1998). 

Feww industries contrast as sharply with the construction industry as the 
informationn technology industry, particularly with respect to training 
infrastructuree and union presence discussed above. In this study I define the 
informationn technology industry as those businesses that are involved in the 
productionn or implementation of computer software, and/or hardware 
requiredd to run software programs. Within this definition fall high-skill jobs 
suchh as software engineers, analysts and programmers as well as workers 
involvedd in the production of hardware. The division between the first worker 
categoryy (white-collar jobs) and the second (blue-collar jobs) within the 
industryy in the Netherlands and the United States produces a bifurcation in the 
extentt to which workers are represented by unions, with blue-collar workers 
moree likely to be organized, since the hardware segment in the information 
technologyy industry has its roots in the relatively well-organized office 
equipmentt and telecommunication industries. This is exemplified by the fact 
thatt employees in the Dutch hardware segment are covered by a collective 
agreement,, whereas a minority of software employees is covered by a company 
agreement.199 Workers in the U.S. information technology industry are generally 
withoutt any form of worker representation. Exceptions are cases where unions 
havee successfully attempted to organize 'new economy' parts of 'old economy' 
companies,, such as wireless divisions of telecommunications companies. High-
skill,, high-pay software employees may not feel a need to join a union: given 
thee high demand for these workers they have a strong bargaining position and 
theyy may be able to adequately negotiate their employment contract. Thus, the 
relativerelative absence of unions is a criterion to include the information technology 
industryy in this study. As a result from the poorly developed industrial relations 
inn the industry and perhaps its fairly recent emergence there is not a widespread 
trainingtraining tradition. Thus training strongly depends on the willingness of individual 
firms,firms, which is affected by the degree to which training investments can be 
recoupedd through payback clauses or by limiting turnover by applying non-
competitionn covenants. The broad range of solutions that evolve in the 
informationn technology industry to meet the rapidly changing and until recendy 
steeplyy increasing demand for skilled workers therefore is a second reason to 
includee this industry in a comparison with the construction industry. A third 
reasonn to include the information technology industry is the growth in the use 
off  temporary and other flexible workers, comparable to the construction 
industry.. With employment in the information technology industry growing at 
above-averagee rates in the past decade, flexible staffing arrangements have been 

199 See Van Liempt (forthcoming) for a study of collective bargaining institutions in the Dutch 
informationn technology industry. 
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usedd particularly during die early stages of expansion in the industry, both in 
thee Netherlands and in the United States. 

1.2.33 Research Method 

Ass mentioned above, this study is of an exploratory nature, probably best 
illustratedd by what can be seen as the 'how' and 'why' questions phrased in the 
beginningg of this chapter. The type of questions that need to be answered 
warrantss the use of a multiple-case study approach (Yin 2003). The unit of 
analysiss in the cases is the training arrangement. The cases were selected after 
ann initial review of existing examples of training for flexible workers in the two 
industriess in both countries. This review was based on insights from a 
secondaryy analysis of earlier studies and from meetings with academic experts, 
governmentt representatives, unions and employers' associations in the United 
Statess and the Netherlands. This produced several training arrangements with 
varyingg actors and different institutional designs. For the IT industry, the case 
materiall  is richer in both countries than for the construction industry. I have 
selectedd those cases that represent the variety of training arrangements in the 
respectivee industries. The cases are constructed on the basis of over fifty  semi-
structuredd interviews with key persons directly or indirectly involved in a 
trainingg arrangement. An anonymized overview of interviewed persons and 
organizationss involved in this study is included in the appendix. Many of the 
respondentss have asked to remain anonymous. The interviews were conducted 
betweenn March 2000 and November 2003 in the Netherlands and the United 
States.. Chapters 4 and 5 include the cases for the construction industry and the 
I TT industry respectively. 

Byy applying a case study approach as the way to answer the questions above, I 
usee a qualitative approach that provides a better understanding of a training 
arrangement'ss actual design and the rationale behind the training. This 
approachh offers relatively limited insight into the pervasiveness of training for 
flexiblee workers. It does not enable statistical generalization of the findings. 
Clearly,, herein lies one of the limitations of the study. A second limitation of 
thiss study involves the selection of the two countries. The sheer size of the 
Unitedd States in terms of its labor force (150 million) skews a comparison with 
thee Netherlands, which has a working population of approximately 6.5 million 
people.. Much of the U.S. legislation pertaining to the employment relationship 
andd to its terms and conditions is drafted at the state level. For instance, 
employmentt law in the state of California is characterized by striking 
exceptionss in the use of the employment at-will doctrine and non-competition 
clauses.. Given the location of Silicon Valley in the San Francisco Bay Area, and 
thuss comprising the heart of the information technology industry, California is 
undoubtedlyy of interest. The state's economic dynamics, triggered by the 
informationn technology boom during the 1990s, has had clear spillover effects 
forr other industries, such as the construction industry, which saw an 
employmentt growth of over 50 percent from 1993 to 1999. With 15 million 
peoplee in the California labor force, the state still outnumbers the Dutch 
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workingg population, but it constitutes a better fit  in a comparison with the 
Netherlands.. I have decided to take (the socio-legal setting of) the state of 
Californiaa as the starting point in the analysis of training arrangements for U.S. 
flexiblee employees, however without excluding beforehand arrangements of 
interestt in other states. As I illustrate in Chapter 3, the size of the various 
flexiblee staffing arrangements differs, negatively affecting the likelihood that all 
arrangementss wil l be represented in the case study. 

1.33 Training for Flexible Workers as a Coordination Problem 

Withinn the two important methodological restrictions discussed above, this 
studyy attempts to explore and explain recent developments in the field of 
trainingg targeted at flexible workers. Since human capital theory predicts an 
underinvestmentt in the skills of this category of workers, training provision for 
flexibleflexible workers can be looked at as a problem that requires coordination or 
governance.. A problem is likely to arise given the possible implications of the 
humann capital theory for investment in flexible workers' skills. As flexible 
workerss move about the labor market, they have to learn on the fly. Skills need 
too be constandy acquired and updated in order for flexible workers to 
successfullyy make transitions to work places that offer more security — either in 
monetaryy terms (transition to higher-pay jobs) or in terms of employment 
stabilityy (transition to permanent employment). 

Thee actual design of training arrangements for flexible workers depends on 
thee institutions that are involved in the governance of the training arrangement. 
Thesee arrangements can strongly differ within and between the two countries 
includedd in this study. Hollingsworth and Streeck (1994) conclude in their 
revieww of governance mechanisms in a range of countries and industries that 
governancee regimes vary between countries (and within countries between 
regions)) and between industries. According to Hollingsworth and Streeck the 
compositionn of a governance mechanism may be determined by its spatial-
territoriall  location and by the properties of the sector in which governance 
takess place. More specifically, territorial variation can be traced back to the 
influencee of nations, regions and localities in shaping institutions through their 
specificc beliefs, experiences and traditions. Sectoral variation (i.e. differences in 
thee governance of industries within a country) is caused by different 
technologicall  and market conditions in industries (ibid, 271-272). 

Essentiall  when mutually comparing industries in different countries, and 
thereforee relevant to this study, is the conclusion by Hollingsworth and Streeck 
thatt cross-national variation in the governance of a sector is often found to be 
causedd by the influence of the nation-state. They distinguish three domains that 
producee differences within one and the same industry in different countries: 1) 
aa country's legislation (or "rules of behavior", in the words of Hollingsworth and 
Streeck);; 2) its institutions and systems (or "factual conditions" such as the 
organizationn of markets for capital and labor, and school and training systems), 
andd 3) its cultural and political context, which defines the constraints and 
opportunitiess for actors. Togemer, these domains constitute a national logic 
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thatt permeates through industries within a country (ibid, 272-273). This 
governancee model is used in Chapter 6 to analyze the empirical findings of this 
study. . 

1.44 Outline of This Book 

Thee content of this book is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 provides the 
regulatoryy framework for job-related training in the Netherlands and in the 
Unitedd States. A discussion of the growth of flexible employment in both 
countriess and the challenges it poses to labor market actors can be found in 
Chapterr 3. I present the empirical results of the case study for the Dutch and 
U.SS construction industries in Chapter 4 and for both information technology 
industriess in Chapter 5. In both chapters the cases are embedded in a 
descriptionn of the organization of work and employment, the industrial 
relations,, the use of flexible employment and the design of worker training in 
thee respective industries. Finally, in Chapter 6, I reconcile the findings from 
Chapterss 4 and 5 with this study's main questions, and discuss them in light of 
thee governance mechanisms. 




